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Summer Term in Phoenix Bubble! 
 
Welcome back to an unusual summer two term at Sutterton Fourfields. Please ensure you read the risk assessment to 
inform you of the new rules and expectations in school.  

 

Topic –  
Our topic this term is Parliament and Power. In this topic we will look deeper into the history of The Magna Carter and key 
people such as Simon De Montfort, Olivier Cromwell, The Gunpowder Plot and finally The Suffragettes and votes for 
women. 

 

Mathematics 
Children will be recapping all that has been learnt in mathematics in the previous terms. They will be covering most areas 
of the mathematics curriculum but extending their learning to apply their knowledge to reasoning and problem solving 
and greater depth. Children will be reviewing four operations, fractions, measurement, geometry, algebra and statistics.  

 
English 
 

 In English, year six children will be reviewing some of the genres covered in the year so far. We will be starting writing 
descriptions using descriptive language to describe a setting and character. Children will then secure their knowledge in 
diaries, formal and informal letter writing and writing balanced and persuasive arguments. Our class text is Labour of 
Heracles. 

 

Reading 
 

Please encourage your child to read at home as much as possible still. We will still be reading texts at school and doing 
reading comprehensions to secure our reading skills. 
 

Religious Education (R.E) 
 

This term in Religious Education we will be exploring and developing our understanding of the school’s vision. We are 

also looking at the different rites of passage at Islam such as Bismillah and Hajj. 
 

Physical Education (P.E) 
 

PE is on a Thursday with JB Sports. Please can your child come into school wearing a PE kit that they will stay in all day. 
Please make sure that children have a water bottle. JB Sport will only do PE outside so please make sure PE kit is suitable 
to wear outside. 
 
If you have any questions regarding your child, or you have any other questions please do not hesitate to message via 
class dojo. 
Thank you, 
 

Miss Grooby (Class Teacher) and Mrs Fox (Teaching Assistant)  
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